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NEW QUESTION: 1
Sales managers at Universal Containers (UC) have requested
viewing customer invoices in Salesforce ..
system. The architect at UC decided to surface the customer
invoices in Salesforce using external objects a..
Configured an external object called Invoice.
Created a lookup relationship between account and the invoice
How can the architect grant the sales managers access to the
customer invoices data?
A. By controlling the invoices object permission on the sales
manager's profile.
B. By using manual sharing to share invoices with relevant
sales managers.
C. By creating a sharing set a share invoice with users in a
sales manager role.
D. By creating sharing rules to share the invoice records with
users in sales manager roles.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
What does 'sample size' parameter of classification process
define?
A. What percent of the column in each table of the database
should be evaluated by the process.
B. How many tables in the database should be evaluated by the
process.
C. Howmany columns in each table of the database should be
evaluated by the process.
D. How many rows in each table of the database should be
evaluated by the process.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer is expecting wireless traffic in excess of 20 Gbps
to traverse a single controller. Which wireless controller
model fulfills this requirement?
A. Cisco Wireless Services Module 2
B. Cisco 2504 Wireless Controller
C. Cisco 5500 Wireless Controller
D. Cisco 8510 Wireless Controller
E. Cisco Virtual Wireless Controller
F. Cisco 5760 Wireless Controller
Answer: F
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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